Abstract. The exact Fourier coefficients c,(PM/) are proportional to the discrete Fourier coefficients dj-"\f) if Pn is a translation invariant operator which depends only on the values of/on an equidistant mesh of width 2it/n. The proportionality factors which depend only on P" but not on / are called attenuation factors and have been calculated for several operators P" of spline type. Here we analyze first the interpolation problem which is produced by the functions <j(--lirj/n),j
These may be computed very efficiently by the algorithm of Cooley and Tukey (Fast Fourier Transform). As the values d^"\f), . . . , 4.(-i(/) maY De regarded as the coefficients of the trigonometric interpolation polynomial to / at the nodes t^, <x = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . , one expects that the Fourier coefficients cif),j G Z, are well approximated by the discrete Fourier coefficients. This can be shown for the values dj-n\f), [/I < n/2, if the function / satisfies some regularity conditions. It is well known that c//)-*° as l/l ^oo if /is integrable; there are more precise asymptotic results if one assumes stronger regularity conditions on /. But, because of the /i-periodicity (1.3) djlUf) = dj"\f), p G Z, of the sequence of discrete Fourier coefficients, this asymptotic behavior of the sequence {c,(/)}y=o,±i,±2,... is not simulated, and, indeed, {dj"\f))j_0±x±2 cannot be the sequence of Fourier coefficients of any integrable function except in the trivial case df-"\f) = 0,j = 0, ±1, ±2, . .. . This suggests a transformation of the sequence {df"\f)}j=0±x ±2 , with the aid of a suitable limitation process, so that the asymptotic behavior of the resulting sequence {ô(/)}y-a,±i,±2,.,.> corresponds better to that of the sequence {c,-(/)}-_0 ±1 >±2j.... The function/, whose Fourier coefficients are the ¿)(/), should be an optimal approximation to / in the sense of some norm. We denote by c, c, c the two-sided infinite sequences of complex numbers We assume that c E l2. The functions
are associated with the sequences considered above. The sequence transformation which we consider is especially simple if A has diagonal or band form. According to a result of Gautschi and Reinsch (cf. Gautschi [4] ) this is the case if (1.8) £jU) = Cj(PJ), / = 0, ±1, ±2,..., with a translation invariant, respectively /--translation invariant, linear operator Pn which depends only on the data/^, ju = 0, ± 1, ± 2, . . . . For a translation invariant operator P" of the considered type, there exist attenuation factors rj"\ j = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , so that (1.9) CjiPj) = tJ")<»(/), j = 0, ± 1, ±2, . . .,
where rjn) depends only on Pn but not on/.
For an absolutely continuous and 2ir-periodic function o with nonvanishing discrete Fourier coefficients d¡¿"\o), k = 0, . . ., n -1, it follows that (MO)
T'") = C-dW)' J-W*-'Ã function a with a = Pno may be considered as the generating function of the attenuation factors according to (1.11) Tj»>STj->(ff)-J^L, ; = 0,±1,±2,....
It is obvious that the asymptotic behavior of the sequence {t|',)}°1_00 depends on the smoothness of a and that the sequence {Cjif)}JL_oe behaves asymptotically for l/l -» oo according to the smoothness properties of o. In order to obtain a good approximation to fit was proposed by several authors to generate P"f by interpolation with polynomial splines on uniform meshes. A survey of the known results may be found in the work of Gautschi [4] . In this paper we also consider other interpolation functions, especially rational functions of exp(/ • ). First we have to consider the corresponding interpolation problem which has the essential property that the associated coefficient matrix is of discrete convolution type. As linear systems of that type may be solved with the aid of discrete Fourier transformation, we can formulate conditions which guarantee the unique solvability of the interpolation problem. Moreover, we can derive several representations of the interpolating function (Lagrange and discrete Fourier type). The interpolation problem generated by special kernels (especially reproducing kernels of certain Hubert spaces) is considered in detail. Here the kernel and the functions generated from the kernel by shift are chosen as the basis of the interpolation space. In this context interesting examples are the polynomial splines and certain spaces of periodic analytic functions. The attenuation factors may be constructed with the aid of the Fourier expansion of the generating function a. In this way we get the known attenuation factors for polynomial splines. On the other hand, it seems to be new that one may construct in the same manner attenuation factors for analytic splines. Criteria for the unique solvability of this system may be obtained with the aid of discrete Fourier analysis. (Here and in the sequel we use the notation and results from the paper of Henrici on fast Fourier algorithms [7] .) If we denote by a, s, and / the sequences a = i . . . , a"_" «o, a" . . . , a"_" a<" . . . ), / = (t/)/--«,' the linear system (2.1) is of discrete convolution type (2.2) a*s=f.
Taking the discrete Fourier transform on both sides of (2.2) we get [7, p. 508] (2.3) n%a-%s = <$J;
here the product on the left is understood in the sense of a Hadamard-product. Obviously the sequence ■#" a and then the sequence a itself is uniquely determined if and only if (%s)k ^ 0, k = 0,...,n-I.
As (f"j)t is nothing but the discrete Fourier coefficient d£"\o), we get Taking the discrete Fourier transform, we get (3.6) n$Ha-%s -$"e0 -( ..., |, ±,...,-,... ), and as
Inverting the Fourier transform, we get ..". », = -Z T~i-' v = 0, . . . , n -I. As the Lagrange form is not optimal in several respects, one is interested in more favorable representations. For the spline interpolation problem on uniform meshes, Golomb [5] has considered that basis of the interpolation space which is obtained by interpolation of the exponential functions exp(/> • ), v =0, . . . ,n -1. We apply this concept in our general context.
We start with the functions n-l v = 0, . . ., n -1, we get a complete orthonormal system of £, and a from (4.1) is the associated reproducing kernel. If we use o as the generating function of an interpolation problem, the interpolants are splines. Remark. The interpolating splines of Example 4.1 are closely related to, but not identical with those studied in detail by Golomb [5] . The difference results from the fact that P"l = b0 (by (3.12) with v = 0), while S"l = 1 for Golomb's interpolation operator S". Clearly, b0 =/= 1, but bx, . . ., bn_x are the same as in [5] ; this can be seen from comparing The interpolants generated by o are the analytic splines introduced by Golomb in [6, Section 8]. Here we get the discrete Fourier coefficients (4.8) di"\o)= 2 R-2^"+^ = --5i±*-12 \p\<l.
T-00 1 -R'2" 2 Example 4.3. The examples considered above can be generalized in the following way: Let E be a Hubert space of complex-valued functions which are real-valued on the real line, 277-periodic and analytic on a domain D D R of the complex plane. We assume exp(j> • ) G E, v G Z, and that E has a reproducing kernel a of convolution type. It is easily seen that the Fourier coefficients of o are all real and strictly positive, so that o may be taken as the generating function of an interpolation problem. It is well known that one obtains in this way a "smoothest" interpolation of the given data in the sense that an interpolant of the form p = 2"~¿ Ojo(--tj) has minimum norm with respect to all elements of E which interpolate the data (cf. Meschkowski [10, p. 140] ).
In this context we recall the method proposed by Kress [9] and Knauff-Kress [8] to define function spaces of the considered type with the aid of area or contour integrals. As an example let E be the space of periodic functions, holomorphic in a We point to the fact that (5.12) rW(a) * í 0, iiiGZ\{0}, in contrast to the values given in [3] and [4] . This difference disappears in the limit as n -> oo. More precisely, let tx(o; x) denote the limit of rj"\o), as both n and /' = j(ri) go to infinity, such that (5.13) lim j(n)/n = x, 0 < x < 1. We set x = j/n,k = R ~2", and obtain 7 < -, u G Z. If A: -> 0, one gets the attenuation factors f(x) which belong to trigonometric interpolation. A comparison with the attenuation factors of polynomial splines shows that in the case of the above generating function f is more sharply simulated (see Table 1 and Figure 1 Figure 1 
